Statuory licence obligations
Company vision - `To be the water company people want to be supplied by and want to work for’

2020-2025 Business Plan
For every business plan there are 4 core themes that need to be explored with customers 1) their priorities 2) the levels of service they want/need 3) the cost they are prepared to pay for that level
of service 4) the overall acceptability of our business plan. Our PR19 customer engagement programme has been structured around addressing these 4 core themes.
Feb - May

June to August

August to December

2018

1. Priorities

2. Levels of service

3. Cost

4. Acceptability of plan

Customer
segmentation

Understanding
customers’ priorities
and current customer
satisfaction levels

Testing levels of
service

Co-creating
bespoke services
with customers

Developing outcomes
and willingness to pay

Bespoke financial
support

Setting
incentives and
performance
commitments

Customer acceptability
of the plan

What do we want to know?

What are the
priorities of current
and future
customers?
Do different
household customer
segments have
different needs and
priorities?

How do these
priorities change
from `normal service'
to when `things go
wrong?'
How satisfied are
customers now and
how satisfied do they
want to be in the
future?

What are the levels
of service customers
expect - not just
today but in the
future?

Are there any
‘bespoke’ services
that customers
want?

What are customers'
willingness to
pay/invest for
different levels of
service and
satisfaction – now
and in the future?

What ‘bespoke’
financial support
should be provided?
And how much are
customers prepared
to pay for that?

How should we be
rewarded or
penalised for good or
bad performance?

What should the
performance
commitments be by
which we will be
measured?

Do customers accept
our business plan and
the impact it is going
to have on their
water supply service
and water bills?

Why do we want to know this?

Our conversations
and transactions tell
us no such thing as
an average customer
Satisfaction surveys
highlight differences
between segments
by usual SEG - why is
that? Can't get this
granularity of detail
from current surveys
or BAU data (mainly
transactional).

Can't assume what
customers’ priorities
are solely from BAU mainly transactional
so need to re-visit
Incidents/droughts
shown us customers
have very different
expectations during
normal service to
when things go
wrong - but what are
their expectations?
Want to expand our
knowledge
proactievly to shape
future `service
recovery' activities

Important we
translate customers'
priorities into actual
levels of service
around key areas e.g.
frequency of
restrictions,
interruptions to
supply, water
quality, pressure etc.
Have they changed
fundamentally since
PR14? Some
knowledge of this
from BAU data but
limited due to
transactional nature.
Levels of service
fundamental to
`price and service'
package we offer in
our plan

To identify what
services appeal most
to who (segments)
so we can then offer
a more tailored
service - there being
no such thing as an
average customer.
Current BAU data
gives insight but
unable to get this
granularity of detail
per customer
segment

We need to be able
to “monetise” key
measures so we can
determine whether
they want us to
maintain, deteriorate
or improve against
current levels of
service. This
granularity of detail
not available from
current BAU data
(mainly
transactional).

We want to
understand
customers' appetite
for subsidising, and
by how much, the
financial support we
offer customers in
financial difficulty
We also want to
ensure those
customers who could
potentially benefit
from the support,
inform and influence
the offer in our
business plan

This granularity of
detail not available
from current BAU
data (mainly
transactional).

We need to provide
a clear link between
our rewards and
penalties and what
customers have told
us about their
priorities, preferred
levels of service,
expected customer
satisfaction levels etc

This granularity of
detail not available
from current BAU
data (mainly
transactional).

Need to provide
evidence there is
strong customer
support for the `price
and service' package
we are offering; and
that we are
delivering what
customers want,
when they want it,
and at a price they
are willing to pay
This granularity of
detail not available
from current BAU
data (mainly
transactional).

Who do we want to know this from?

Household
customers - general

Household
customers segments

Household
customers - general

Household
customers segments

Household
customers - general
(and then apply
attitudinal
segmentation to the
findings)

Household
customers - general

Household
customers in
vulnerable
circumstances

Household
customers - general

Household
customers - general

How will we find this out?

For Business Plan
36 x cognitive
community depth
interviews

Qualitative - 2 x
focus groups to
determine what
segments exist and
understand differing
views
Quantitative - 1,000
telephone interviews
to `up size' the
segments across
wider customer base
Qualitative - 8 pretasked focus groups
and 6 in-home depth
interviews

Priorities research
Qualitative research app based pre-tasks
and 6 x workshops to
understand
customers'
immediate priorities
(2019-2024)
6 x future focussed
workshops to
understand
cusotmers' long term
priorities (20252045)

575 online surveys
with household
customers
75 in-home
interviews with hard
to reach customes

2 x comprehension
sessions
6 x community focus
groups
600 x WtP interviews
(500 phonr, 100 in
home)

5 x 2 hour pre-tasked
(week long diary)
focus groups

2 x stakeholder
workshops.

350 computer
assisted telephone
i/views with nonhousehold customers
For WRMP

350 online surveys
with household
customers

Service recovery
research

20 x semi
ethnographic inhome interviews
with vulnerable
customers
20 x in-home
interviews with
rejecter benefactors
(i.e. opposed to
financial support
subsidy in bills)

2 x town hall events
3 x 3 hour
community groups

8 x follow on
discussion groups

400 online surveys of
household customers

50 in-home
interviews with hard
to reach customers

7 x focus groups to
discuss customers'
expectations when
things go wrong

200 computer
assisted telephone
i/views with nonhousehold customers

Why was/is the research approach taken?

Qualitative approach
allows deeper
conversations and
exploration of issues
with customers =
richer insight

Findings need to be
quantified across
wider customer base
to make evidence and the decisions we
make - statistically
robust

Findings need to give
deeper insight and be
statistically robust hence mix of
qualitative and
quantitative methods
Qualitative approach
allows deeper
conversations and
exploration of issues
with customers =
richer insight

Qualitative approach
allows deeper
conversations and
exploration of issues
with customers =
richer insight

Qualitative approach
allows deeper
conversations and
exploration of issues
with customers =
richer insight

Online panels quick
and cost effective and convenient for
customers
Computer aided
telephone i/views guided by interviewer
and show material
can be used

Hard to reach
customers found and have their voice
heard in a less
intimidating forum

Why was/is the research method(s) chosen?
Comprehension
sessions: face to
face/test
understanding/
language/materials

Focus groups:
explore/comfortable/s
park ideas/generate
debate beyond top of
mind

Pre-task: informs
debate/no peer
pressure/
confessional

Telephone interviews:
geographical
spread/trained
interviewer/

Focus groups:
explore/ comfortable/
spark ideas/generate
debate beyond top of
mind

In-home interviews:
Familiar/secure/
personal/bigger family
picture/greater reach

Community Sessions:
issue
focused/location
based/create specific
solutions
Telephone
interviews: greater
geographical
spread/trained
interviewer
In-home interviews:
Familiar/secure/
personal/bigger
family
picture/greater
reach

Findings need to give
deeper insight and be
statistically robust hence mix of
qualitative and
quantitative methods
Online panels quick
and cost effective and convenient for
customers

Hard to reach
customers found and have their voice
heard in a less
intimidating forum

Qualitative approach
allows deeper
conversations and
exploration of issues
with customers =
richer insight

Qualitative approach
allows deeper
conversations and
exploration of issues
with customers =
richer insight

